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Making his first ride a winning one, Oli Stamme

ACK at the beginning of
February, a rather
remarkable story played out
at Wolverhampton. In the

first race of Dunstall Park’s Friday
evening card, a young apprentice,
Oliver ‘Oli’ Stammers, just 16, was
having his first ride in public. He was
aboard the hugely experienced five-
year-old gelding Ravenhoe for the
Kingsley Park Owners Club in an
apprentice handicap over nine and a half
furlongs, and he was excited. 

The problem
was that
Ravenhoe had
been drawn in
the outside stall,
a huge
disadvantage at
Wolverhampton.
Understandably,
given that the
gelding had last
won in May of

last year, he was largely discounted as a
genuine challenger for the event, and
was allowed to start at 18/1.

As soon as the stalls opened, Oli had
Ravenhoe well away, and following
instructions given to him before the
race, he aimed at the entrance to the
bend, easing his mount into the lead. Oli
had Ravenhoe travelling beautifully in
the backstraight, with the 10 other
runners racing in two files behind him.
Still leading into the home turn by
perhaps a length and a half, Oli kicked
for home. 

Admirable

Maintaining admirable balance, the
young jockey began to ask his mount to
lengthen. Ravenhoe responded gamely,
quickening instantly before staying on
well to score by half a length and the
same from Top Offer and
Sunshineandbubbles. An improbable
ending to our story had become a
reality.

This was a hugely popular success.
Back in Middleham, a good number of
Oli’s colleagues had gathered to follow
the race on television, and his win was

met with raucous celebrations. Mark
Johnston was equally delighted with the
win, blethering online that this was ‘a
perfect ride from an almost impossible
draw’. 

Mark said: “Oli has only recently
joined us straight from school, having
spent his last summer’s holiday with us.
He works his socks off every afternoon
on the equiciser after riding out four
lots, and fully deserves this success.”

Yard Manager Hayley Kelly is
thrilled to have Oli on her team and has

no doubt he is destined for the top. 
“Oli has been on my team since first

starting at Kingsley Park,” she told the
Klarion. 

“Since Day 1 he has shown immense
drive and passion in whatever he does.
He is very knowledgeable about his
horses and racing itself and eats, sleeps
and breathes being around horses. Every
afternoon without fail he goes on our
equiciser after riding out. He is
extremely dedicated and wants to better
himself each and every day. 
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“He has an amazing work ethic and is
also a great team player within my yard.
For Oli to have had his licence for less
than a week and to go out and win on
his first ride is just fantastic. It was a
very proud ‘mummy’
moment for me as his
Yard Manager. It was
very well deserved
and I’m sure this is
just the start of bigger
and better things to
come in the future.” 
Jockey coach

Russell Kennemore is
another to have been
impressed by young Mr Stammers. 
“Oli first came to the yard to ride out

when on break from school,” said Russ.
“From the outset it was clear that he

wanted to be a jockey. We realised
straight away the talent he had on
horseback and on the equiciser, so we

were delighted when he came to work
full-time with us, with the intention of
getting his licence. As soon as we
received the dates for his course, Oli
and I worked on his fitness and

technique, and, of course, he passed the
test with flying colours. He’s a
hardworking lad and knows what he
wants. It has been a privilege to work
with him and his journey to the top has
only just begun.”
Having made such a dream start to

his career, Oli returned to
Wolverhampton just five days later to
partner Ravenhoe once more. This time
the pair finished a creditable second to
American Patrol, and, three days later at

the same track, the
partnership couldn’t
quite reach the leaders
after being held up
early on and finished
fourth of 13.
Oli and Ravenhoe

then travelled to
Lingfield on February
27 and raced in an
apprentice handicap

over a mile on the Polytrack surface
there. Ravenhoe had failed to win in
three previous starts at the Surrey track,
and was one of eight runners who went
to post for what looked like a
competitive event on paper. 
Ravenhoe was a shade slow in

leaving the stalls, and on settling down
he found himself racing in fourth on the
inner as Pentito Rap made the early
running. 
Content to track the leaders

throughout, Oli produced Ravenhoe to
challenge between Spirit of Gondree
and Rivers of Asia as the field turned
for home.
Taking the lead as the field

approached the final furlong, Ravenhoe
was always holding those rivals in the
closing stages and kept on to score by
three-quarters of a length and a head.
Again, this was a fine ride by the

young jockey, who showed patience in
tracking the leaders and excellent
judgement in launching Ravenhoe’s run
at just the right time.
So what does the young jockey make

of these momentous first steps in what
promises to be a decent career?
Travelling back to the yard from
Lingfield in the horsebox, Oli told the
Klarion how it feels to be making his
mark on the racing scene. 
“It is fantastic to get the opportunity

to ride such a lovely horse,” he told us.
“And it’s amazing to work for such a

fantastic trainer.”
Mindful of the support he has

received in his short time at Kingsley
Park, Oli was quick to express his
thanks. 
“I am so lucky to have been given

these great opportunities and I can’t
thank the whole team enough. Everyone
does such a great job and they are so
helpful in helping to improve my riding
and all-round racing knowledge.”
As Russ Kennemore said, Oli’s

journey to the top has only just begun. 

Oli works his socks off every

afternoon on the equiciser

after riding four lots, and fully

deserves this success


